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The Credit Lending Dictionary
credit definition: 1. praise, approval, or honour: 2. to do something that makes a person, group, or
organization feel proud or receive praise: 3. to cause someone who has been or is responsible for
you to receive praise by your good behaviour or successful actions: . Learn more.
CREDIT | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Credit (from Latin credit, "(he/she/it) believes") is the trust which allows one party to provide money
or resources to another party wherein the second party does not reimburse the first party
immediately (thereby generating a debt), but promises either to repay or return those resources (or
other materials of equal value) at a later date. In other words, credit is a method of making ...
Credit - Wikipedia
Noun. banks that extend credit to the public You need to have a strong credit history and a good
job in order to get a mortgage. A credit of $50 was added to your account. All the credit must go to
the play's talented director. She's finally getting the credit she deserves. He shared the credit with
his parents. You've got to give her credit; she knows what she's doing.
Credit | Definition of Credit by Merriam-Webster
"Pay more than the minimum. If possible, always make payments over and above the minimum
interest payment that is due. Credit bureaus not only look at the amount of debt an individual has
outstanding, but also the length of time it takes to pay off the debt.
credit - Online Business Dictionary - BusinessDictionary.com
Since his credit score was over 800, Jackson was able to secure a loan from the local credit union at
the prime lending rate since he was deemed to be a very low risk for failure to pay.
prime lending rate - Online Business Dictionary
Account Agreement: The contract governing your open-end credit account, it provides information
on changes that may occur to the account.
Dictionary of Banking Terms and Phrases
Loan vs. Lend: Usage Guide. The verb loan is one of the words English settlers brought to America
and continued to use after it had died out in Britain. Its use was soon noticed by British visitors and
somewhat later by the New England literati, who considered it a bit provincial. It was flatly declared
wrong in 1870 by a popular commentator, who based his objection on etymology.
Lend | Definition of Lend by Merriam-Webster
Defining subprime risk. The term subprime refers to the credit quality of particular borrowers, who
have weakened credit histories and a greater risk of loan default than prime borrowers. As people
become economically active, records are created relating to their borrowing, earning and lending
history.
Subprime lending - Wikipedia
Warehouse lending is a line of credit given to a loan originator. The funds are used to pay for a
mortgage that a borrower uses to purchase property. The life of the loan generally extends from ...
Warehouse Lending Definition - Investopedia
Equity Mortgage Lending is a full-service mortgage banker and home improvement loan lender. We
provide personal customer service and fast approvals.
Equity Mortgage Lending
lending - Traduzione del vocabolo e dei suoi composti, e discussioni del forum.
lending - Dizionario inglese-italiano WordReference
Asset-based lending is the business of loaning money in an agreement that is secured by collateral.
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An asset-based loan or line of credit may be secured by inventory, accounts receivable ...
Asset-Based Lending Definition - Investopedia
loan (lōn) n. 1. An instance of lending: a bank that makes loans to small businesses. 2. a. A sum of
money that is lent, usually with an interest fee: took out a loan to buy a car; repaid the loan over
five years. b. The agreement or contract specifying the terms and conditions of the repayment of
such a sum. c. The repayment obligation associated with ...
Loaned - definition of loaned by The Free Dictionary
Lend definition: When people or organizations such as banks lend you money, they give it to you
and you... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples
Lend definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
usage: kudos entered English in the 19th century as a singular noun, a transliteration of a Greek
singular noun meaning “praise or renown.” Used largely in university circles, it became popular
among journalists in the 1920s, esp. for headlines: Playwright receives kudos. Because such
contexts often do not reveal whether the term is singular or plural, and because the word ends in
-s, the ...
Kudos - definition of kudos by The Free Dictionary
loan definition: 1. an amount of money that is borrowed, often from a bank, and has to be paid
back, usually together with an extra amount of money that you have to pay as a charge for
borrowing: 2. an act of borrowing or lending something: 3. If a football player is on loan, they are
playing…. Learn more.
LOAN | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
1520s, from Middle French crédit (15c.) "belief, trust," from Italian credito, from Latin creditum "a
loan, thing entrusted to another," from past participle of credere "to trust, entrust, believe" (see
credo).The commercial sense was the original one in English (creditor is mid-15c.).Meaning "honor,
acknowledgment of merit," is from c.1600. Academic sense of "point for completing a course of ...
Credit Synonyms, Credit Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
n.1 "financial institution," late 15c., from either Old Italian banca or Middle French banque (itself
from the Italian word), both meaning "table" (the notion is of the moneylender's exchange table),
from a Germanic source (cf. Old High German bank "bench"); see bank (n.2).. Bank holiday is from
1871, though the tradition is as old as the Bank of England. . To cry all the way to the bank was ...
Banked | Definition of Banked at Dictionary.com
Ohio's payday lending law is one of the best in the nation when it comes to protecting consumers.
Unfortunately, Ohio's payday lenders have found a loophole in the law, and as a result Ohio
residents pay some of the highest payday loan rates in the country.
Payday Lending in Ohio: How Lenders Get Around the Rules
What Word Is Your State Looking Up On Mother’s Day? Our Data Scientists analyzed what users
looked up on Dictionary.com on Mother’s Day in 2018 and found these as the top trends by state.
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